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Literacy  

 I will be learning to recognise 

and write my name. 

 I will be reading a range of 

fiction and non-fiction books. 

 I will be learning all about 

different sounds around me and thinking 

about sounds I can make. 

 I will be describing the things I draw and 

the marks I make. 

 I will be thinking about events in stories and 

saying what happened in the beginning, 

middle and end. 

 I will talk about characters in story books. 

 I will start to learn sounds and letters. 

Maths  
 I will be learning to count, 

recognise and order numbers 

to 10 or more. 

 I will be learning to match numbers to 

quantities. 

 I will be learning that numbers identify how 

many objects are in a set. 

 I will be looking for numbers in my 

environment. 

 I will be sorting different objects into groups. 

 I will explore some simple number problems. 

 I will be looking for shapes inside and outside.  

 I will be learning to create repeating patterns. 

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development  
  I will be creating class rules with my 

friends. 

 I will be participating in turn taking 

games. 

 I will be trying out new activities independently and 

selecting resources independently. 

 I will be dressing and undressing independently for P.E. 

 I will be learning the routines of the school day. 

 I will be learning to think about the feelings of others. 

 I will be learning and talking about my family and other 

people who are important to me. 

 I will be thinking about occasions/events special to me 

or to others. 

Communication and 

Language  
 I will be learning to 

talk about myself 

using describing 

words such as tall or 

short. 

 I will be imagining and recreating roles. 

 I will be retelling simple stories. 

 I will be asking questions to get to know 

the other children in my new class. 

 I will be talking about my family. 

 I will be learning to retell and join in with 

familiar songs, rhymes and stories. 

 I will be learning to listen to and work with 

other children in a group. 

 I will take part in circle time activities. 

Understanding the 

World  
 I will be 

recognising 

similarities and 

differences between people. 

 I will be learning about 

different parts of the body. 

 I will be going on walks 

around the school. 

 I will be using an iPad to 

help me in my learning. 

 I will be learning how to use 

the interactive whiteboard 

and PC in the classroom by 

playing simple games. 

 

Physical Development  
 I will be using tools 

safely. 

 I will be using mark 

making equipment. 

 I will be learning about 

personal hygiene 

 I will be describing the changes 

in my body after being active. 

 I will be moving with control 

and co-ordination over, under 

and through various small 

apparatus. 

 I will be using a range of small 

and large equipment. 

 I will be using a range of 

malleable materials in my play. 

Expressive Arts and 

Design  

 I will be drawing 

pictures of myself 

using mirrors. 

 I will be drawing pictures of my 

family. 

 I will be thinking about colours 

and using them appropriately in my 

pictures. 

 I will be learning new songs to help 

me in my learning. 

 I will be role-playing in the home 

corner. 

 I will be acting out stories with 

puppets. 

 I will be using a range of materials 

to make models. 

 


